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KixandtheCity " Vote For for us; Gil" Gil II Zero version took photos, the main intention of this shoe is of course love remind Arenas
fans friends to vote for him, support him as MVP... The golden and black suede leather collocation is very elegant, it will still be a hot
metal color color Olympic year now... This shoe has been officially listed, the number is not less, three thousand pairs (47.19 KB) 
download...2007-12-25 the Vote For Gil download (37.74 KB)2007-12-25 the Vote For Gil download (38.96 KB)2007-12-25 the
Vote For Gil download (38.96 KB)2007-12-25 the Vote For Gil download (39.9 KB)2007-12-25 the Vote For Gil 

Jordan series of past sneakers design, Air Jordan XII can be regarded as very suitable for everyday casual wear design, after all, the
original designer Tinker Hatfield part of the inspiration is also derived from women's dress shoes. Air Jordan XII Clave takes the first
year AJ XII as the design blueprint, integrates chukka's shoes and shoelace system into the design of the shoes frame. In addition to
the "Flu Game" black color, the color of XII AJ all year are used in this pair of new shoes. The Air Jordan XII Clave exposure for the
first time in the summer of 2012, four color sale were white / yellow / black taxi, campus deep red / gray / white and black / red / white
campus and obsidian / Blue / white. Air Jordan XII Clave will sell for $110 next year.
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